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Abstract. Many of the next generation of global climate
models will include aerosol schemes which explicitly sim-
ulate the microphysical processes that determine the particle
size distribution. These models enable aerosol optical prop-
erties and cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) concentrations
to be determined by fundamental aerosol processes, which
should lead to a more physically based simulation of aerosol
direct and indirect radiative forcings. This study examines
the global variation in particle size distribution simulated by
12 global aerosol microphysics models to quantify model
diversity and to identify any common biases against obser-
vations. Evaluation against size distribution measurements
from a new European network of aerosol supersites shows
that the mean model agrees quite well with the observations
at many sites on the annual mean, but there are some sea-
sonal biases common to many sites. In particular, at many
of these European sites, the accumulation mode number con-
centration is biased low during winter and Aitken mode con-
centrations tend to be overestimated in winter and underes-
timated in summer. At high northern latitudes, the models
strongly underpredict Aitken and accumulation particle con-
centrations compared to the measurements, consistent with
previous studies that have highlighted the poor performance
of global aerosol models in the Arctic. In the marine bound-
ary layer, the models capture the observed meridional varia-
tion in the size distribution, which is dominated by the Aitken
mode at high latitudes, with an increasing concentration of
accumulation particles with decreasing latitude. Considering
vertical profiles, the models reproduce the observed peak in
total particle concentrations in the upper troposphere due to
new particle formation, although modelled peak concentra-
tions tend to be biased high over Europe. Overall, the multi-
model-mean data set simulates the global variation of the
particle size distribution with a good degree of skill, suggest-
ing that most of the individual global aerosol microphysics
models are performing well, although the large model di-
versity indicates that some models are in poor agreement
with the observations. Further work is required to better con-
strain size-resolved primary and secondary particle number
sources, and an improved understanding of nucleation and
growth (e.g. the role of nitrate and secondary organics) will
improve the fidelity of simulated particle size distributions.
1 Introduction
Atmospheric aerosol exerts a substantial influence on the
earth’s climate both directly by scattering and absorbing solar
and terrestrial radiation (e.g. Haywood and Boucher, 2000)
and indirectly by affecting the evolution and optical proper-
ties of clouds (e.g. Lohmann and Feichter, 2005). There are
also many other ways in which the atmospheric aerosol inter-
acts with the earth’s climate system (e.g. Heintzenberg et al.,
2012). Surface cooling induced by increases in aerosol abun-
dance since the pre-industrial period may have partially off-
set the warming from increased greenhouse gases, but there
is large uncertainty in the magnitude of aerosol radiative
forcings, particularly in the indirect effects associated with
changes in cloud properties (Forster et al., 2007). There is
also a range of Earth System feedbacks associated with cli-
mate change induced changes in natural aerosol and precur-
sor emissions (Carslaw et al., 2010) and these are expected to
exert a strong influence on regional climate (Paasonen et al.,
2013). There is a need for models to better quantify global
aerosol properties and trends in order to reduce uncertainties
in model projections of future changes in climate (Andreae
et al., 2005) and over recent decades (Booth et al., 2012).
To address uncertainties in indirect forcings, it is particularly
important to improve model representation of aerosol micro-
physical properties, such as particle number concentrations
and size distributions.
Atmospheric aerosol particles have traditionally been sep-
arated into coarse and fine particles (diameters larger and
smaller than about 2 µm respectively, e.g. Whitby, 1978),
which broadly maps onto whether they were mechanically
generated or formed following growth from nanometre-sized
nuclei. Aerosol particles are also classified as either pri-
mary (i.e. directly emitted), or secondary particles (formed
in the atmosphere from gas to particle nucleation). Fine par-
ticles are much more numerous than coarse particles (e.g.
Raes et al., 2000) and consist of small primary particles
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(e.g. sub-micron sea-spray/dust and carbonaceous combus-
tion aerosol) and also secondary particles, which initially
form at nanometre sizes, but can grow by coagulation and
condensation to large enough sizes to scatter visible radia-
tion and activate into cloud droplets. Fine particles are fur-
ther separated into Aitken and accumulation modes, based
on observed number size distributions in a range of envi-
ronments showing two distinct peaks, generally found in the
10 to 100 nm and 100 to 1000 nm dry diameter range (Raes
et al., 2000). The larger peak occurs at particle sizes where
both dry deposition and sedimentation are relatively ineffi-
cient, causing size distributions to evolve into a distinct “ac-
cumulation” mode. In remote marine regions, the two sepa-
rate modes are caused by cloud processing, where the larger
sub-set of fine particles activate to cloud droplets where they
can grow larger following aqueous chemical reactions in
non-precipitating clouds (Lelieveld and Heintzenberg, 1992;
Hoppel et al., 1994). Although combustion sources gener-
ate particles as small as 10 nm dry diameter, these particles
rapidly evolve to larger sizes due to coagulation (e.g. Jacob-
son and Seinfeld, 2004) and global models directly emit the
particles in the mid-Aitken size range (e.g. Dentener et al.,
2006). The Aitken size range can also contain secondary par-
ticles which have grown from an initial nucleation mode at
around 1 to 3 nm (e.g. Kulmala et al., 2004).
Modelling the evolution of the particle size distribution
is therefore rather complex, and requires an aerosol dynam-
ics scheme whereby two or more moments (e.g. number and
mass) are prognosed in several size classes. Models follow-
ing this approach are called aerosol microphysics models,
and can be broadly classified into two different types. Sec-
tional schemes (Gelbard et al., 1980) discretise the particle
size spectrum into multiple size bins whereas modal schemes
(Whitby and McMurry, 1997) parametrise the variation of
the size distribution within the nucleation, Aitken, accumu-
lation and coarse ranges, with each mode usually approxi-
mated via a log-normal function in particle dry diameter. In
the 1990s, sectional aerosol microphysics schemes were in-
corporated into several regional air quality models (e.g. Ja-
cobson, 1997a, b; Lurmann et al., 1997) and in the 2000s be-
came established in several global models (Jacobson, 2001;
Adams and Seinfeld, 2002; Spracklen et al., 2005a, 2011;
Yu and Luo, 2009; Lee and Adams, 2010; Bergman et al.,
2012). Two-moment modal aerosol microphysics schemes
were similarly initially implemented into regional models
(e.g. Binkowski and Shankar, 1995) and subsequently within
several global models (Ghan et al., 2001a, b; Wilson et al.,
2001; Stier et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2005, 2012; Bauer et al.,
2008; Mann et al., 2010; Aan de Brugh et al., 2011; Zhang
et al., 2012; Bellouin et al., 2013).
The international AeroCom initiative seeks to improve our
understanding of global aerosol and associated radiative forc-
ings and has provided a mechanism for coordinating efforts
to evaluate and intercompare global aerosol models. The
stated overall goals of AeroCom are to identify weaknesses
in particular models and modelling aspects, and to assess un-
certainties in simulated aerosol properties and radiative forc-
ings (Kinne et al., 2006). The first phase of AeroCom aligned
with the lead-up to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) fourth climate assessment report (AR4), and
resulted in several multi-model intercomparison papers doc-
umenting simulated aerosol optical properties (Kinne et al.,
2006), aerosol lifecycles (Textor et al., 2006, 2007) and ra-
diative forcings (Schulz et al., 2006; Penner et al., 2006).
New observational constraints on simulated aerosol optical
properties from satellite measurements and retrievals from
the AERONET global network of sun photometers led to
a reduced uncertainty range for aerosol direct forcings in
AR4, which also caused a narrower uncertainty range in to-
tal anthropogenic radiative forcing (Haywood and Schulz,
2007).
In recent years, many more modelling centres have incor-
porated aerosol modules with size-resolved aerosol micro-
physics into climate models. This represents a major shift in
model sophistication (Ghan and Schwarz, 2007), improving
upon previous “first generation” aerosol schemes in which
aerosol optical properties and cloud droplet concentrations
tended to be based on the simulated mass of several exter-
nally mixed aerosol types, each assigned a prescribed size
distribution. The microphysical aerosol schemes calculate
and transport the number concentration and component mass
in several size classes of particles and can also represent both
external and internal mixtures. Separate transport of size-
resolved number and mass allows growth processes such as
condensation and aqueous sulfate production to realistically
conserve particle number while adding mass, and enables
new particle formation and coagulation to provide explicit
sources and sinks for particle number, which has been shown
to be important in capturing changes in aerosol in response to
changing emissions (Bellouin et al., 2013). The microphysics
models explicitly simulate the evolution of the particle size
distribution, and use this to determine aerosol optical proper-
ties and cloud condensation nuclei concentrations. In so do-
ing, they represent aerosol interactions with clouds and ra-
diation consistently with the underlying physics of the fun-
damental aerosol processes. We note however that climate
model representations of cloud processes tend to be highly
parametrised, and characterising aerosol–cloud interactions
in these models continues to be a major challenge.
In the second phase of AeroCom (AeroCom-2), work-
ing groups have been established to examine different as-
pects of the global aerosol, with a new set of experiments
defined (Schulz et al., 2009). Analysis of the AeroCom-2
experiments, and of the original set of experiments, have
led to recent publications with multi-model comparisons of
simulated direct forcings (Myhre et al., 2013), indirect ef-
fects (Quaas et al., 2009), black carbon (Koch et al., 2009;
Schwarz et al., 2010; Samset et al., 2013), dust (Huneeus
et al., 2011), vertical profiles (Koffi et al., 2012), radia-
tive transfer (Stier et al., 2013; Randles et al., 2013) and
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organics (Tsigaridis et al., 2014). This paper reports initial
findings from a working group to intercompare and eval-
uate 12 global aerosol microphysics models which partici-
pated in AeroCom-2. This initial study focuses on the par-
ticle size distribution, whose evolution is specifically simu-
lated by these models, and has so far not specifically been
considered in AeroCom publications. Note that we also plan
a follow-up study to intercompare simulated CCN concentra-
tions, and will use the globally varying size distribution fields
derived here for offline calculations of cloud droplet number
concentrations and first indirect radiative effects predicted by
the global aerosol microphysics models.
The present paper has three key objectives. First, we aim
to document the diversity of simulated particle number con-
centrations in several size ranges among the new genera-
tion of global aerosol microphysics models. Secondly, we
derive data sets of multi-model mean particle concentra-
tions that can be used as a reference for future development
and improvement of these models. Thirdly, we evaluate the
multi-model mean (with associated diversity) against several
benchmark observational data sets from ground station net-
works and compilations over multiple field campaigns. The
chosen benchmark observational data sets have been selected
to provide a climatological overview of the skill of the mod-
els covering both marine and a range of different continental
environments, both at the surface and in the vertical profile.
In carrying out these objectives, we aim to determine how
well the models simulate aerosol microphysical properties
and identify any generic weaknesses or gaps in scientific un-
derstanding.
2 Methodology
2.1 Particle size distribution metrics considered
Aerosol indirect radiative effects are driven by the sub-set
of particles large enough to be activated to cloud droplets
(so-called cloud condensation nuclei, CCN). Although the
minimum size for activation can be just a few tens of nm
for supersaturations of around 1.0 %, concurrent size distri-
bution and CCN measurements for more moderate supersat-
urations of 0.2 to 0.5 % suggest that 50 to 100 nm is a rea-
sonable value for the threshold CCN diameter (Kerminen
et al., 2012). Aerosol microphysical processes such as nucle-
ation, coagulation, condensation and cloud processing exert
a strong control on the evolution of nucleation, Aitken and
accumulation mode particle concentrations and are therefore
very important in determining CCN concentrations.
In comparing and evaluating size distributions simulated
by global aerosol microphysics models, we will often con-
sider integral size-resolved particle concentrations, which
help summarise the comparisons and evaluation consider-
ing different sub-sets of particles. The number concentra-
tions N3, N10, N14 are integral concentrations of particles
with dry diameters larger than 3, 10 and 14 nm, and are of-
ten referred to as condensation nuclei (CN). The sizes re-
fer to the typical thresholds of condensation particle counter
(CPC) instruments, which we use to evaluate the total num-
ber of particles simulated by the models across the full mea-
surable particle size range. Not all of these particles are di-
rectly relevant to CCN, but they provide information about
how well the models capture concentrations of secondary
particles, which contribute a large fraction of CCN in many
regions (e.g. Merikanto et al., 2009; Kerminen et al., 2012).
We also consider concentrations of particles larger than 30,
50 and 100 nm dry diameter (N30, N50 and N100). The N50
concentrations counts accumulation and coarse sized parti-
cles, and also part of the Aitken size range, with 50 nm repre-
senting the minimum size ammonium sulfate particles would
activate at supersaturations of 0.42 % (a value typical for ma-
rine stratocumulus). The 30 nm dry diameter (N30) repre-
sents a typical lower size limit for activation (0.9 % supersat-
uration) and 100 nm (N100) represents an upper limit (0.14 %
supersaturation). Aerosol optical properties are mainly con-
trolled by particles larger than 100 nm, since they account
for most of the light scattering at visible and longer wave-
lengths. None of these metrics are uniquely relevant to the
aerosol effect on clouds and climate because the actual ac-
tivation size depends on the particle chemical composition,
cloud updraught velocity and the details of the full size dis-
tribution (e.g. Abdul-Razzak and Ghan, 2000; Nenes and Se-
infeld, 2003). However, studies suggest (e.g. Dusek et al.,
2006) that the particle number size distribution is the most
important quantity in determining atmospheric CCN concen-
trations (Kerminen et al., 2012). The metrics therefore repre-
sent typical aerosol microphysical properties of relevance to
climate and can easily and consistently be compared among
models and with observations.
2.2 Description of model experiments
For the second phase of AeroCom coordinated experiments
(Schulz et al., 2009), a new control present-day emissions
simulation was defined (A2-CTRL-2006). A matching pre-
industrial emissions double-call nudged run (A2-PRE-2006)
was also requested for intercomparison of simulated direct
aerosol forcings (see Myhre et al., 2013). To reduce inter-
model differences, general circulation models (GCMs) were
advised to use nudging techniques (e.g. Jeuken et al., 1996;
Telford et al., 2008) to follow meteorological re-analysis
fields for the year 2006. Also, GCMs were asked to use
a double-call configuration (see e.g. Bellouin et al., 2013)
whereby the main “advancing call” to the model radiation
scheme has zero aerosol and only a second “diagnostic-call”
includes the simulated aerosol properties. This approach al-
lows aerosol forcings to be diagnosed without the aerosol
feeding back on the model dynamics, so that control and per-
turbed experiments have equivalent meteorology. Modellers
were also requested to submit 3-D monthly-mean data sets
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Table 1. List of participating global aerosol microphysics models. Two-moment schemes (2 m) carry number and mass in each size class
whereas single-moment (1 m) schemes carry only mass. Most models are modal or sectional but CanAM4-PAM uses the piecewise log-
normal approach (pcwise-lgnrml). The “Multi-dist” column indicates whether the scheme includes multiple distributions, i.e. whether it is
possible to have two particles of the same size but different composition. The “Tracers” column indicates the total number of transported
aerosol tracers for each scheme (the sum of the number concentrations and component masses over all size classes). Schemes running in free-
running (free) General Circulation Models (GCMs) submitted multi-annual monthly means from 5 yr simulations whereas nudged (nudg)
GCMs and CTMs submitted monthly-mean results driven by 2006 meteorological re-analyses.
Model Scheme type Classes Multi-dist Tracers Host model Resolution Reference
CAM5-MAM3 modal (2 m) 3 N 15 GCM (free) 1.9◦× 2.5◦×L30 Liu et al. (2012)
HadGEM3-UKCA modal (2 m) 5 Y 20 GCM (nudg) 1.3◦× 1.9◦×L63 Mann et al. (2014)
TM5 modal (2 m) 7 Y 25 CTM 2.0◦× 3.0◦×L34 Aan de Brugh et al. (2011)
GLOMAP-mode modal (2 m) 7 Y 26 CTM 2.8◦× 2.8◦×L31 Mann et al. (2012)
EMAC modal (2 m) 7 Y 41 GCM (nudg) 2.8◦× 2.8◦×L19 Pringle et al. (2010)
ECHAM5-HAM2 modal (2 m) 7 Y 29(a) GCM (nudg) 1.9◦× 1.9◦×L31 Zhang et al. (2012)
GISS-MATRIX modalb (2 m) 16 Y 60 GCM (nudg) 2.0◦× 2.5◦×L40 Bauer et al. (2008)
CanAM4-PAM pcwise-lgnrml (2 m) 7 N 20 GCM (free) 3.7◦× 3.7◦×L35 von Salzen (2006)
GEOS-Chem-APM mode & sect. (1 m) 100 Y 100 CTM 2.0◦× 2.5◦×L47 Yu and Luo (2009)
ECHAM5-SALSA sectional (2 m) 20 Y 65 GCM (nudg) 1.9◦× 1.9◦×L31 Bergman et al. (2012)
GISS-TOMAS sectional (2 m) 12 N 72 GCM (free) 4.0◦× 5.0◦×L09 Lee and Adams (2010)
GLOMAP-bin sectional (2 m) 40 Y 160 CTM 2.8◦× 2.8◦×L31 Spracklen et al. (2005a, 2011)
a Although treatment of SOA in ECHAM5-HAM2 involves 20 SOA species, only four additional advected aerosol tracers are required in addition to the 25 for ECHAM5-HAM.
Another four species are required for the condensable organic gases.
b Note that GISS-MATRIX scheme follows the quadrature method of moments.
of all transported aerosol types (known as aerosol tracers) to
allow flexible intercomparison of simulated particle size dis-
tributions between models of different complexity. Having
the full tracer distribution available also allowed the models
to be compared with a wide range of in situ measurements
across different particle size ranges.
Twelve global aerosol microphysics models submitted 3-
D all-aerosol-tracer data sets for the A2-CTRL-2006 exper-
iment, with a range of sophistication in their aerosol size
representation (Table 1). The number of transported aerosol
tracers over these global models ranges from 15 to 160, with
between 3 and 100 size classes to describe the size distribu-
tion. Several models are flexible in the selection of resolu-
tion, the number of layers and their vertical extent, and some
apply the aerosol schemes in the stratosphere as well as the
troposphere. Furthermore, some models include thermody-
namics schemes to represent the gas–particle partitioning of
semi-volatile components (e.g. Metzger et al., 2002) whereas
others parametrise this process or neglect compounds such
as nitrate. The model spatial resolution also varied widely,
with the highest longitude by latitude resolution at 1.875◦
by 1.25◦ and the lowest at 4.0◦ by 5.0◦. Six of the eight
GCMs nudged to meteorological re-analyses from the year
2006, with the chemical transport models (CTMs) prescrib-
ing winds and temperatures from meteorological re-analyses
also from that year. Where modelling centres did not have the
capability to nudge their GCM to meteorological re-analysis
fields, results were submitted from means over 5 yr of free-
running simulations.
Seven of the models use modal aerosol schemes
(GLOMAP-mode, ECHAM5-HAM2, EMAC, TM5, CAM5-
MAM3, GISS-MATRIX and HadGEM-UKCA), three use
sectional schemes (GISS-TOMAS, GLOMAP-bin and
ECHAM5-SALSA), whilst GEOS-Chem-APM uses a modal
approach for black carbon (BC) and primary organic par-
ticles, with sectional approach for other particle types.
CanAM4-PAM uses the piecewise log-normal approach,
which applies sectional and modal methods for different
parts of the particle size spectrum (see von Salzen, 2006).
Eleven of the 12 models use two-moment approaches
whereby both the number and mass concentration in each
size class are transported, allowing each size class to have
representative size which varies in time and space. The
GEOS-Chem-APM model uses a single-moment approach,
but has a large number of size classes to allow the size distri-
bution to freely evolve in response to the processes.
Table 2 summarises the primary and secondary aerosol
sources used in each model. Although the intention was for
the models to use the same anthropogenic emissions from
Diehl et al. (2012) for the year 2006, this was not achieved,
with some submissions using the IPCC year 2000 emis-
sions (Lamarque et al., 2010), and others using the AE-
ROCOM first-phase emissions (Dentener et al., 2006). In
addition to these differences in emissions inventories, the
models also used their own choice for the size and injec-
tion heights applied to primary emissions sources. Although
recommendations for these emission size assumptions were
made by Dentener et al. (2006) for several source types
based on measurements in the literature, there is a wide
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Table 2. Treatment of emissions, oxidants and nucleation in each model. Abbreviations for emissions are AERO-00 (Dentener et al., 2006),
HCA-06 (Diehl et al., 2012), IPCC-00 (Lamarque et al., 2010), IPCC-06 (RCP4.5 for 2006, Thomson et al., 2011). The “Primary size”
column refers to the geometric mean diameter values (nm) assumed for primary carbonaceous emissions, which most (but not all) models
treat as a source of particles consisting of an internal mixture of BC and OC. The comma-separated values shown are for fossil fuel and
biofuel sources respectively with geometric standard deviation also shown in parentheses. Nucleation parametrisations are abbreviated as
BHN (binary homogeneous nucleation), BLN (activation boundary layer nucleation), THN (ternary homogeneous nucleation), IIN (ion-
induced nucleation) and IMN (ion-mediated nucleation). References for nucleation parametrisations are V02 (Vehkamaki et al., 2002), S06
(Sihto et al., 2006), M07 (Merikanto et al., 2007), K98 (Kulmala et al., 1998), K10 (Kazil et al., 2010), N02 (Napari et al., 2002) and Y10
(Yu, 2010). Also shown is each model’s column global burdens of sulfate (Tg of sulfur) and BC (Tg of carbon), and global mean surface
number concentrations (cm−3) of particles with dry diameter larger than 30 nm (N30) and 100 nm (N100).
Model Emissions Primary size Oxidants Nucleation SO4 BC N30 N100
CAM5-MAM3 IPCC-00 80, 80 (1.80,1.80) prescribed BHN (V02) and BLN (S06) 0.42 0.08 447 231
HadGEM3-UKCA IPCC-00 60, 150 (1.59,1.59) online BHN (V02) 0.60 0.10 425 198
TM5 IPCC-06 30, 30 (1.59,1.59) online BHN (V02) 0.51 0.16 1535 186
GLOMAP-mode HCA-06 30, 80 (1.80,1.80) prescribed BHN (K98) 0.75 0.11 527 313
EMAC AERO-00 60, 150 (1.59,1.59) online BHN (V02) 0.38 0.20 1140 405
ECHAM5-HAM2 HCA-06 60, 60 (1.59,1.59) prescribed IIN (K10) 0.94 0.12 490 199
GISS-MATRIX IPCC-00 50, 100 (1.80,1.80) online THN (N02) 0.60 0.09 213 108
CanAM4-PAM HCA-06 30, 80 (1.80,1.80) prescribed THN (M07) 0.61 0.15 1868 480
GEOS-Chem-APM AERO-00∗ 60, 150 (1.80,1.80) online IMN (Y10) 0.59 0.12 705 274
ECHAM5-SALSA HCA-06 60, 150 (1.59,1.59) prescribed BHN (V02) 0.61 0.08 380 154
GISS-TOMAS AERO-00 30, 80 (1.80,1.80) prescribed BHN (V02) 1.39 0.11 1129 379
GLOMAP-bin HCA-06 30, 80 (1.80,1.80) prescribed BHN (K98) 0.80 0.12 972 411
∗ Except for anthropogenic SO2 and NOx which is based on the Emissions Database for Global Atmospheric Research (EDGAR) inventory (Olivier and Berdowski, 2001) and
scaled to year 2006 with also some improved estimates from other inventories for several regions (G. Luo, personal communication, 2013).
range of values used by the models. The assumed size has
been shown to have a strong influence on simulated parti-
cle concentrations (Spracklen et al., 2010) and size distri-
bution (Reddington et al., 2011), so we list these here for
each model. Many of the models used prescribed oxidant
fields in determining aerosol precursor oxidation, although
five did have tropospheric chemistry schemes determining
oxidant concentrations online in the simulation. A diversity
of nucleation parametrisations was apparent across the mod-
els, with most including only binary homogeneous nucle-
ation which produces particles only in the free troposphere.
Only one of the models used an empirical boundary layer nu-
cleation mechanism (e.g. Sihto et al., 2006) for their AERO-
COM simulations, although some models simulate ternary or
ion-induced/mediated nucleation which can generate parti-
cles efficiently in the boundary layer. The simulated burdens
and surface size-resolved number concentrations from each
model are also shown in Table 2 for reference.
Comparison of aerosol properties simulated by the same
aerosol microphysics scheme implemented within different
modelling frameworks have been carried out for both sec-
tional (Trivitayanurak et al., 2008) and modal (Zhang et al.,
2010) modules, and have shown that predictions are sensi-
tive to host model differences. We have therefore chosen not
to try to discriminate the extent to which sectional schemes
may outperform modal aerosol microphysics schemes, as we
believe this would not be possible given the variety of host
model frameworks used for the benchmark simulations.
2.3 Deriving comparable model size distributions
To compare particle size distributions between models of dif-
ferent complexity, the 3-D-varying number and size for each
size class is required. The CanAM4-PAM and GEOS-Chem-
APM models submitted data sets which had mapped their
size classes onto a fixed size bin grid. Since all other mod-
els followed either two-moment modal or two-moment sec-
tional size distribution approaches, a common methodology
could be applied. First, the mean dry volume Vdry,i was cal-
culated for each size class i summing over all present in-
ternally mixed aerosol components j (sulfate, sea salt, BC,
organic matter, dust, nitrate or ammonium):
Vdry,i =
∑
j
(
mijMj
Naρj
,
)
(1)
where mij is the number of molecules per particle of compo-
nent j in mode i, the ρj and Mj are the density and molar
mass of component j and Na is Avogadro’s constant. The
mij values were derived from each model’s submitted num-
ber concentrations (ni) and mass mixing ratios (qij ) as
mij = Mda
Mj
qij
ni
p
kBT
, (2)
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where Mda is the molar mass of dry air, kB is Boltzmann’s
constant and p and T are the ambient pressure and temper-
ature. Once the mean dry volume for each size class was
derived, the geometric (number) mean dry diameter Di was
then calculated as
Di =
(
6Vdry,i
pi exp
(
4.5log2e(σg,i)
)) 13 , (3)
where σg,i is set to unity for sectional schemes and to their
assumed constant values for the log-normal modes used by
the modal schemes. Each modelling group provided a docu-
ment explaining the mapping from tracer index to size class
and aerosol component, together with their scheme’s values
for σg,i , ρj and Mj .
The monthly-mean number concentration Ni and size Di
was then calculated for each size class on the 3-D grid. The
vertical coordinate grid for each model was also constructed
from the information provided.
Size-resolved number concentrations were then derived
for particles larger than 3, 10, 14, 30, 50 and 100 nm by inte-
grating the size distribution based on ni , Di and σg,i in each
size class. These threshold dry diameters (Dthresh) were cho-
sen to facilitate comparison with the measurements described
in Sect. 3.2. For modal schemes, partial integrals over each
log-normal size class were computed using the error func-
tion. For sectional schemes, the calculation involved sum-
ming the number concentration in all size classes larger than
the threshold size including a fractional contribution from
bins with interface dry diameters that span Dthresh.
To enable size distributions to be assembled into a multi-
model mean, each model’s size distribution was calculated
on a common size grid. For sectional models, the number
size distribution dNdlog10(D) was first constructed on the parent
size grid:{
dN
dlog10(D)
}
i
= loge(10)
NiDi
1Di
, (4)
where 1Di is from the parent model bin dry diameter grid.
These parent dry diameter grid size distributions were then
interpolated onto a common 50-bin grid Dk between 1 nm
and 10 µm. For modal schemes, dNdlog10D was calculated by
evaluating the lognormal distribution on the common 50-bin
grid:{
dN
dlog10(D)
}
k
= loge(10)
Ni
(2pi)0.5 loge(σg,i)
exp
{
−
(
loge(Dk)− loge(Di)
)2
2log2e(σg,i)
}
. (5)
Although calculating size-resolved number concentrations
and size distributions from monthly-mean aerosol tracers
does not account for higher temporal variations in mass to
number ratios, the approach allows us to intercompare the
full set of global aerosol microphysics models with a consis-
tent methodology. To assemble the multi-model mean and di-
versity, each model quantity at the surface (BC, sulfate, N30,
N100) was interpolated onto a 1◦ by 1◦ grid and zonal-means
against latitude and height were interpolated onto a 1◦ by
100 m grid.
2.4 Definition of multi-model mean and diversity
In Sect. 3.1, we examine spatial distributions of multi-model
mean and diversity over a “central” sub-set of the models,
omitting models with aerosol properties outside a chosen
range. Such central-model-mean fields provide a “best esti-
mate” of the global distribution of aerosol properties and may
also become useful as reference data sets against which to
assess evolving model development. We follow the approach
of Kinne et al. (2006) in using the central two-thirds (here
eight models) as the basis for the central model mean and
diversity. When calculating the central-8 mean we take the
geometric mean over the values for each model. Note that
the assessment of which models are “central” is done locally,
so the central mean will be over different models in different
regions. As in Kinne et al. (2006), the diversity is presented
as the ratio of the maximum and minimum values over those
central two-thirds of models. This approach is useful as it
immediately gives the factor over which those central mod-
els range. It is important to note that we always refer to model
diversity as the ratio of the central two-thirds maximum and
minimum (rather than as an absolute quantity) to enable the
diversity to be compared between clean and polluted regions.
Finally, we note that multi-model diversity is not the same as
the true model uncertainty. For example, the diversity may be
low close to emissions sources if models use similar emis-
sions inventories. Additional uncertainty will be caused by
uncertainties in emissions (L. A. Lee et al., 2013) which has
not been accounted for here.
3 Results
3.1 Multi-model mean and diversity of aerosol
properties
As a reference to help understand the mean and diversity of
size-resolved number concentrations, we first examine simu-
lated mass concentrations of sulfate and BC. We do not inter-
compare simulated particulate organic matter (POM) among
the models as this is the subject of another AeroCom inter-
comparison paper (Tsigaridis et al., 2014). We also do not
analyse simulated mass concentrations of dust and sea salt as
they are mainly from super-µm particles, whereas our focus
is on sub-µm particles. Note however, that the size-resolved
POM, dust and sea salt masses in the models are included
in the construction of the model size distributions, and hence
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Figure 1. Global maps of central-8 model mean (panels a and b) and diversity (panels c and d) for simulated annual mean surface mass
concentrations of sulfate (a, c) and black carbon (b, d). Diversity here is the ratio of the maximum and minimum values over the central 8 of
the 12 models (defined locally, as described in Sect. 2.4). Note that the geometric mean is used when averaging over the central-8 models.
their influence on size-resolved number concentration is ac-
counted for.
3.1.1 Surface sulfate and black carbon
Sulfate is mostly a secondary aerosol species formed by oxi-
dation of sulfur dioxide (SO2). In marine regions SO2 derives
mainly from the oxidation of dimethyl sulfide (DMS), pro-
duced by phytoplankton, although SO2 from continuously
erupting volcanoes also has an important influence on aerosol
properties (Andres and Kasgnoc, 1998; Schmidt et al., 2012).
In the present-day atmosphere, the dominant global source of
sulfate is derived from anthropogenic SO2 which greatly ex-
ceeds marine and volcanic SO2 sources (e.g. Dentener et al.,
2006). Figure 1a illustrates this strong anthropogenic influ-
ence, with the multi-model mean sulfate mass concentration
highest over the main industrialised regions, with maximum
surface annual means of 2 to 5 µg m−3 of sulfur over eastern
China.
BC mainly determines the aerosol absorption and is a pri-
mary aerosol mass species, being directly emitted from wild-
fires and anthropogenic fossil fuel and biofuel combustion
sources. The global BC distribution in Fig. 1b reflects these
source regions, and since the vast majority of BC is emitted
from continental sources, marine concentrations are typically
at least a factor of 10 lower than over the continents.
The central diversities of surface sulfate and BC mass
(Fig. 1c and d) are generally lower in continental regions than
in marine regions. For BC, which is almost entirely emit-
ted in continental regions, this land–sea contrast in diversity
is much greater. Since BC is a primary emitted species, the
main cause of the diversity near to the sources is likely to
be differences in emissions between the models, although
boundary layer mixing and dry deposition may also play
a role. BC emissions are treated in all models based on pre-
scribed emissions inventories, and Fig. 1d shows that the di-
versity in simulated BC concentrations is less than a factor
of 2 in the main polluted regions.
In general, the diversity in surface BC (Fig. 1d) increases
substantially with distance away from source, from a factor
of about 3 in the main source regions to a factor of 4 to 6
in more remote marine regions, and to around a factor of 10
or more at high latitudes. These large diversities are consis-
tent with the findings from Koch et al. (2009) who found
the largest model BC diversity occurred in northern Eurasia
and the remote Arctic and Schwarz et al. (2010) who showed
that, over the remote Pacific, the ratio of the 75th to 25th
percentiles was around a factor of 10 at the surface between
60◦ N and 60◦ S and a factor of 30 to 100 at higher latitudes.
In these previous studies, the differences were attributed to
both emissions and removal processes. The mapping of the
diversity here suggests that differences in removal processes
are the dominant source of model BC diversity in remote re-
gions (possibly in combination with approaches to ageing),
because diversity is much lower in the main emission re-
gions. This finding agrees with recent studies (Vignati et al.,
2010; Kipling et al., 2013) which have also found a strong in-
fluence of model treatment of scavenging on simulated BC in
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Figure 2. Global maps of central-8 model mean (panels a and b) and diversity (panels c and d) for simulated annual mean surface size-
resolved number concentrations for N(Dp > 30 nm) (a, c) and N(Dp > 100 nm) (b, d). Diversity here is the ratio of the maximum and
minimum values over the central 8 of the 12 models (defined locally, as described in Sect. 2.4). Note that the geometric mean is used when
averaging over the central-8 models.
remote regions. Y. H. Lee et al. (2013) investigated the diver-
sity in simulated BC from seven models participating in the
Atmospheric Chemistry and Climate Model Intercomparison
Project (ACCMIP) and also found increasing diversity with
increasing distance from source, with the standard deviation
among simulated Arctic BC columns greater than their mean.
In that study, only one of the chemistry–climate models was
nudged to meteorological reanalysis data, while all models
used the same emissions inventory, and the large diversity in
simulated BC (a factor of 3 for global column burdens) was
found to be caused by differences in removal and transport.
The diversity in surface sulfate mass has regional varia-
tions that are not evident in BC. For example, there is much
more diversity over the high-sulfate region in Europe than
over the eastern United States (US). By contrast, the two re-
gions have similar BC diversity at the surface, although the
western US is more diverse in simulated BC, where wild-
fire emissions dominate. Figure 1c also shows that model di-
versity in simulated sulfate is much higher in northern Eu-
rope than in southern Europe. An important sulfate produc-
tion mechanism is from aqueous oxidation of dissolved sul-
fur dioxide in cloud droplets (e.g. Barrie et al., 2001) via
aqueous chemical reactions with dissolved hydrogen perox-
ide and ozone. In northern Europe, concentrations of hydro-
gen peroxide and ozone are much lower than in southern Eu-
rope (e.g. Berglen et al., 2004) and different treatments of
chemistry, including some models’ prescription of oxidant
fields (see Table 2) could explain the higher sulfate diversity
in northern Europe. The higher sulfate diversity in northern
Europe could also be explained by the expected increase with
distance away from the source region, due to differences in
the representation of removal processes. However, the BC
diversity map does not show this maximum in northern Eu-
rope, so the model treatment of sulfate production is the more
likely cause. In their comprehensive analysis of aerosol mi-
crophysical uncertainties, L. A. Lee et al. (2013) also found
that aqueous sulfate production was a major cause of uncer-
tainty in simulated CCN at high northern latitudes.
3.1.2 Surface size-resolved particle concentrations
Figure 2 shows global maps of particle number concentra-
tions with dry diameter larger than 30 nm (N30, Fig. 2a) and
100 nm (N100, Fig. 2b). In each grid box, the central two-
thirds of the model annual means was calculated, and the
map shows the geometric mean over those eight values. Sur-
face N30 concentrations are highest in the main industrialised
regions, due mainly to anthropogenic primary emissions. In
eastern China, annual mean N30 reaches 10 000 cm−3, and
in India, central Europe and eastern USA there are large
regions with annual-mean N30 above 2000 cm−3. Regions
with strong biomass burning emissions also have high an-
nual mean N30, with central Africa and South America in
excess of 1000 cm−3. In marine regions, N30 is much higher
in the Northern Hemisphere than the Southern Hemisphere,
exceeding 200 cm−3 everywhere between 30 and 60◦ N in
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the North Atlantic and North Pacific. By contrast, N30 is less
than 200 cm−3 throughout the Southern Hemisphere marine
boundary layer, falling below 100 cm−3 poleward of 60◦ S.
It is interesting that, even in the Antarctic, annual mean N30
never falls below 50 cm−3, whereas the annual means of
N100 and the mass concentrations of sulfate and BC mass
have steep meridional gradients towards the remote polar re-
gions. This constant background N30 is likely due to a steady
source of particles from nucleation in the free troposphere
(e.g. Raes, 1995; Merikanto et al., 2009). The presence of
this constant background source of potential CCN could be
important for determining the baseline pre-industrial cloud
droplet concentrations which has a strong influence on in-
direct forcing over the industrial period (e.g. Carslaw et al.,
2013; Schmidt et al., 2012).
Surface N100 concentrations show a similar spatial distri-
bution to N30 in continental regions, but with lower concen-
trations. However, in the outflow regions off the coast of East
Asia and eastern USA, N100 decreases more rapidly away
from the source than N30 which may reflect a lower pro-
portion of particles in marine N100 than N30. Another factor
is that larger particles tend to be shorter-lived because they
are more efficiently removed by nucleation scavenging. Only
a weak local maximum in N100 is seen in the high sea-spray
belt in the Southern Ocean between 40 and 55◦ S with N100
above 50 cm−3, and N100 only falls below 10 cm−3 over con-
tinental Antarctica.
The diversity in the main anthropogenic emissions regions
(Fig. 2c) is high for N30 (factor 2 to 5), whereas N100 is sub-
stantially lower (within a factor of 2, Fig. 2d) and follows
a continental diversity pattern similar to BC (Fig. 1d). The
high continental N30 diversity is partly due to differences in
assumed size distribution for primary emissions sources in
the different models (see Table 2). A smaller assumed size re-
sults in higher primary particle number emissions (for a given
particle emission mass flux), and also affects simulated size-
dependent processes such as gas to particle transfer and par-
ticle growth by coagulation and condensation. Different as-
sumptions for the size distribution of primary emitted parti-
cles have been shown to strongly influence simulated particle
number concentrations (Pierce and Adams, 2009; Spracklen
et al., 2010). Reddington et al. (2011) examined the effect on
model size distributions finding a stronger influence on simu-
latedN30 thanN100 in Europe where carbonaceous emissions
are mostly from fossil fuel combustion sources. The size at
which these primary particles are emitted also strongly af-
fects how efficiently they are removed and also their cloud
nucleating and optical properties. As seen in Table 2, al-
though all the models represent new particle formation, most
only include a binary nucleation mechanism such as Kulmala
et al. (1998) or Vehkamaki et al. (2002). These parametrisa-
tions do not generate a significant number of new particles in
the continental boundary layer (e.g. Spracklen et al., 2006;
Merikanto et al., 2009; Yu et al., 2010), so the main parti-
cle number source in continental regions (near the surface)
will tend to be from direct emission of primary particles (e.g.
carbonaceous or sub-grid “primary sulfate” particles).
In remote marine regions, N30 has a relatively low diver-
sity (a factor of 2), with higher values (factor 3 to 6) seen in
regions where primary aerosol dominates the particle source,
such as the sea-spray belt (40 to 55◦ S), and in biomass burn-
ing outflow regions (Merikanto et al., 2009). Whereas N30
has much higher diversity in continental than marine regions,
the reverse is true for N100 (Fig. 2d), which has a diversity
generally within a factor of 2 in the anthropogenic source re-
gions, although biomass burning regions are more diverse.
Marine N100 is diverse among the central two-thirds, typi-
cally by around a factor 3 to 5, with even higher diversity
near the equator.
The patterns of diversity in N30 and N100 can be explained
by differences in the sources of the two size classes of parti-
cles. N30 in marine regions tends to be dominated by sec-
ondary particles which were nucleated in the free tropo-
sphere and subsequently entrained into the marine boundary
layer (e.g. Raes, 1995; Clarke and Kapustin, 2002; Merikanto
et al., 2009). Marine CCN concentrations have been shown
(Spracklen et al., 2005b; L. A. Lee et al., 2013) to be rela-
tively insensitive to a factor of 10 change in the free tropo-
spheric nucleation rate, due mainly to the negative feedback
effect from coagulation being more effective at higher parti-
cle concentrations. In the main sea-spray region (40–50◦ S),
theN30 diversity is much higher than in other marine regions,
likely indicating differences in the way the models treat ultra-
fine sea-spray, which is more diverse among the models than
concentrations of entrained particles from the free tropo-
sphere. Observations from field campaigns (e.g. O’Dowd and
Smith, 1993) and laboratory measurements (e.g. Martens-
son et al., 2003) have shown that sea-spray efficiently pro-
duces particles down to sub-100 nm dry diameters and global
model studies have shown that these ultrafine sea-spray par-
ticles contribute directly to CCN (Pierce and Adams, 2006)
and also indirectly through their influence on the size distri-
bution of marine sulfate aerosols (Gong and Barrie, 2003).
The higher diversity in marine N100 (than N30) may also be
indicative of those particles being long-range transported or
cloud-processed particles that have been shaped by several
processes with a higher combined diversity.
3.1.3 Meridional and vertical distributions
In this section, we examine the modelled vertical and merid-
ional distributions, considering zonal-means in each model
as a function of latitude and altitude. Figure 3 shows the
zonal mean vertical and latitudinal profile of sulfate and BC
mass concentrations and Fig. 4 shows N30 and N100.
The zonal and annual-mean BC concentrations (Fig. 3b)
are highest for latitudes 30 to 40◦ N at about 0.2 µg m−3 of
carbon, with a second, slightly weaker, local maximum at 0–
10◦ N. These two maxima correspond to the major source
regions in the mid-latitude Northern Hemisphere (mostly
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Figure 3. Zonal-mean vs. latitude and altitude plots of central-8 model mean and diversity for simulated annual mean mass concentrations
of sulfate (a, c) and black carbon (b, d). Diversity here is the ratio of the maximum and minimum values over the central 8 of the 12 models
(defined locally, as described in Sect. 2.4). All concentrations are with respect to local temperatures and pressures in the models. Note that
the geometric mean is used when averaging over the central-8 models.
anthropogenic) and tropical regions (mostly biomass burn-
ing). It is noticeable that the vertical concentration gradient
is steeper for the Northern Hemisphere mid-latitude BC max-
imum than it is in the Tropics. The explanation is likely to be
stronger convection in the Tropics and the fact that wildfire
sources can inject aerosol to higher altitudes (e.g. Dentener
et al., 2006) whereas anthropogenic BC is mostly emitted
near the surface. Since BC is emitted almost entirely in con-
tinental regions, its concentration is very low in the mid- and
high-latitude Southern Hemisphere.
The vertical profile of BC diversity (Fig. 3d) shows the
expected distribution, with the least diversity near source in
the lowest few km (50◦ S–50◦ N). Model diversity is higher
in the mid- and upper troposphere and in remote regions be-
cause differences in removal and processing add to the initial
emissions-induced diversity near sources. Sulfate has a more
complex structure of meridional and vertical diversity distri-
bution compared to BC. The lowest diversity occurs between
about 3 and 4 km, with slightly higher model diversity at the
surface and a factor of 2 to 3 between 1 and 2 km, possi-
bly due to large differences in model treatments of in-cloud
sulfate production. There is a local maximum in model diver-
sity for BC between 8 and 11 km in the latitude range 15◦ S
to 15◦ N that is not present for sulfate. This is likely due to
the strong sensitivity of BC to different model treatments of
convective scavenging (e.g. Kipling et al., 2013).
The different vertical and meridional pattern of sulfate
and BC diversity reflects the fact that sulfate is a secondary
aerosol species formed via oxidation in the atmosphere some
time after emission of the precursor gases (DMS and SO2).
Thus sulfate has a less steep vertical gradient than BC above
the northern mid-latitude anthropogenic source regions. The
meridional gradient in sulfate is also weaker than for BC
since there is a substantial marine source of sulfate originat-
ing from DMS (mainly during summer).
The meridional and vertical distribution of N30 and N100 is
shown in Fig. 4. The zonal-mean N100 distribution (Fig. 4b)
is qualitatively similar to the BC distribution (Fig. 3b), but
has a much slower decrease with increasing altitude, suggest-
ing that N100 is influenced by secondary particle sources in
the free and upper troposphere.N30 has an even weaker verti-
cal gradient, particularly in the Southern Hemisphere, consis-
tent with N30 being more strongly influenced by secondary
particles formed in the free troposphere than N100.
The model diversity in N30 (Fig. 4c) is quite high at the
surface due to differences in the size distribution of primary
emissions. Above the boundary layer the N30 diversity is
much lower as there is a mixture of nucleated and primary
particles. It is interesting that for both N30 and N100 there
is a maximum in model diversity at about 5 to 7 km in the
Tropics which could reflect differences in vertical transport
and scavenging between the models.
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Figure 4. Zonal-mean vs. latitude and altitude plots of central-8 model mean and diversity for simulated annual mean size-resolved number
concentrations for N(Dp > 30 nm) (a, c) and N(Dp > 100 nm) (b, d). Diversity here is the ratio of the maximum and minimum values
over the central 8 of the 12 models (defined locally, as described in Sect. 2.4). All concentrations are with respect to local temperatures and
pressures in the models. Note that the geometric mean is used when averaging over the central-8 models.
3.2 Comparison with observations
Previous evaluation of multiple global aerosol models
against observations (e.g. Kinne et al., 2006) has tended to
focus on data sets with a wide spatial and temporal cover-
age, such as the AERONET sun photometer network (Holben
et al., 1998) or satellite data (e.g. Tanre et al., 1997; Torres
et al., 2002; Kahn et al., 1998). Although these data sets have
given useful information on the global distribution of column
aerosol optical properties, they provide only limited informa-
tion on the particle size distribution. In situ measurements of
the particle size distribution have been made in numerous
field campaigns and at monitoring sites over several decades,
and several data compilations have been created that are use-
ful for model evaluation.
Here, we evaluate the 12 global aerosol microphysics
models against several such data compilations from airborne,
ship-borne and land-based in situ measurements. Global
aerosol microphysics models are considerably more complex
than mass-based aerosol schemes with prescribed size dis-
tributions (see Sect. 2.2). As a consequence, intercomparing
the size distributions simulated by different aerosol micro-
physics schemes is a technically challenging exercise. Rather
than providing a comprehensive evaluation of each model,
the idea here is to assess the skill of the multi-model mean
and isolate cases where the central models cannot account for
the observations. The data sets used are listed in Table 3 and
are briefly described below. Their locations are shown on a
global map in Fig. 5.
– Global Atmosphere Watch (GAW) sites
The World Meteorological Organisation coordinates the
GAW network of measurement stations (http://www.
wmo.int/pages/prog/arep/gaw/gaw_home_en.html)
to provide long-term monitoring of aerosol optical,
physical and chemical properties. The first data set we
compare the aerosol microphysics models to are CPC
measurements of total (size integrated) particle number
concentration at 13 of the GAW sites. The measure-
ments for these sites were downloaded from the World
Data Centre for Aerosols (WDCA) database hosted
by the EU Joint Research Centre (JRC), Ispra (http:
//www.jrc.ec.europa.eu/data/parameters/datacnc.html).
Note that this database has now moved from JRC and
is currently hosted at the Norwegian Institute for Air
Research (NILU) within the wider EBAS database
(http://ebas.nilu.no/).
As in Spracklen et al. (2010), we classify these 13 GAW
sites into three types: free troposphere (FT): Jungfrau-
joch (JFJ), Mauna Loa (MLO), South Pole (SPO), ma-
rine boundary layer: Mace Head (MHT), Neumayer
(NEU), Barrow (BRW), Samoa (SMO), Trinidad Head
(THD), Cape Grim (CGR) and continental boundary
layer: Southern Great Plains (SGP), Bondville (BND),
Pallas (PAL) and Hohenpeissenberg (HOP). Many of
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Table 3. Observational data sets on size-resolved number concentrations used in the evaluation of the global aerosol microphysics models.
When comparing to the CPC measurements, we derive from the models particle concentrations larger than 3, 10 and 14 nm. These size
thresholds correspond to the cut-off diameters for the different type of particle counter used in the measurements at each site.
Data set Environment Instrument Quantity compared Location Data duration
GAW-WDCA Free Trop. CPC N10, N10, N14 JFJ, MLO, SPO 11, 24, 25 yr
GAW-WDCA Marine BL CPC N10, N14, N14, N14, N14, N3 MHT, NEU, BRW, SMO, THD, CGR 6, 13, 31, 20, 5, 7 yr
GAW-WDCA Cont’l BL CPC N10, N14, N10, N3 SGP, BND, PAS, HOP 11, 13, 6, 10 yr
EUSAAR Nordic/Baltic BL D/SMPS N30, N50, N100, size dis ASP, BIR, SMR, PAL, PLA, VHL 2 yr (2008/09)
EUSAAR-GUAN C. Europe BL D/SMPS N30, N50, N100, size dis BOS, HPB, KPO, OBK, MPZ, WAL 2 yr (2008/09)
EUSAAR W. Europe BL D/SMPS N30, N50, N100, size dis CBW, HWL, MHT, JRC 2 yr (2008/09)
EUSAAR Mediterranean BL D/SMPS N30, N50, N100, size dis FKL 2 yr (2008/09)
EUSAAR Arctic BL D/SMPS N30, N50, N100, size dis ZEP 2 yr (2008/09)
LACE campaign C. Europe BL/FT CPC,PCASP N5, N15, N120 Over eastern Germany summer 1998
Heintzenberg marine BL DMPS/APS sub-µm size dis 75◦ S to 90◦ N 30 yr
Clarke marine BL/FT u-CPC N3 Pacific and S. Ocean 10+ yr
Figure 5. Global map indicating the locations of the measurement data sets shown in Table 3. Coloured circles show GAW-WDCA stations
(blue), EUSAAR/GUAN supersites (aqua) and the location of the LACE 98 field campaign (red). The aqua boxed regions indicate where the
aircraft field campaign measurements compiled in Clarke and Kapustin (2002) were made. The yellow boxed regions show the locations of
the cruise campaign measurements compiled by Heintzenberg et al. (2000). When comparing to the measurements, each of the models was
sampled based on a mask or interpolation to these locations.
these sites have several decades of data available which
can be used to establish trends in aerosol concentra-
tion (e.g. Asmi et al., 2013). In this study, we com-
pare to multi-annual means and standard deviations over
the monthly-mean data over the number of years listed
in Table 3. The total number of years of data used,
and the size thresholds for the CPC at each site are
shown in Table 3. The four original NOAA baseline
aerosol monitoring stations (SPO, BRW, SMO, MLO)
have operated since the 1970s and are described by Bod-
haine (1983). Further information on these and the other
sites can be found in Collaud Coen et al. (2013) and
Asmi et al. (2013).
– European Supersites for Atmospheric Aerosol Research
(EUSAAR)
EUSAAR was a European project which established
a coordinated network of 20 aerosol supersites (Philip-
pin et al., 2009) which are now supported by the AC-
TRIS initiative (Aerosols, Clouds, and Trace gases Re-
search InfraStructure Network, http://www.actris.net).
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Each of the supersites is equipped with differential
or scanning mobility particle sizers (DMPS/SMPS) to
measure particle size distributions following standard-
ised protocols for instrument maintenance and mea-
surement procedures (Wiedensohler et al., 2012). Asmi
et al. (2011) compiled the EUSAAR measured size
distribution data sets over 2008/2009 and combined
them with additional concurrent measurements from
the German Ultrafine Aerosol Network (GUAN) which
also had DMPS/SMPS instruments measuring sub-µm
aerosol size distributions (Birmili et al., 2009). The gen-
eral findings of the Asmi et al. (2011) study were that
central European sites had strong unimodal size dis-
tributions with relatively low CCN variability, whereas
Nordic and western European sites have lower concen-
trations, were more variable and often bimodal with dis-
tinct Aitken and accumulation modes. We compare the
models to the climatological size distributions at each
site from Asmi et al. (2011), and group them into five
types – Nordic and Baltic: Aspreveten (ASP), Birkenes
(BIR), Hyytiala (SMR), Pallas (PAL), Preila (PLA)
and Vavihill (VHL); central Europe: Bosel (BOS),
Hohenpeissenberg (HPB), K-Puzsta (KPO), Kosetice
(OBK), Melpitz (MPZ), Waldhof (WAL); western Eu-
rope: Cabauw (CBW), Harwell (HWL), Mace Head
(MHT); Mediterranean: Ispra (JRC), Finokalia (FKL);
and Arctic: Zeppelin (ZEP).
– The Lindenberg Aerosol Characterization Experiment
1998 (LACE 98)
The LACE 98 campaign (Petzold et al., 2002) took
place over eastern Germany during summer 1998 with
a range of airborne aerosol measurements made to char-
acterise aerosol properties over central Europe. The air-
craft instrumentation deployed in LACE 98 included
three CPCs measuring total integral particle concen-
trations (with different lower size limits) and Passive
Cavity Aerosol Spectrometer Probe (PCASP) measure-
ments of the particle size distribution between 0.1 and
3 µm dry diameter. Further work to analyse and process
these measurements led to median and 25th/75th per-
centile profiles of N5, N15 and N120 on a 1 km vertical
grid (see Lauer et al., 2005) that have been used to eval-
uate size-resolved particle concentrations in the bound-
ary layer and free troposphere, as simulated by global
aerosol microphysics models. Note that when compar-
ing to this data set, each model’s number concentrations
are at ambient temperature and pressure to be consistent
with the observed profiles.
– 30 yr of ship-borne aerosol measurements
Marine boundary layer particle concentrations and
number size distribution measurements have been com-
piled into a global climatological data set (Heintzenberg
et al., 2000). The data set brings together measurements
from several field campaigns in many regions includ-
ing the Arctic (Heintzenberg and Leck, 1994; Covert
et al., 1996), the central Pacific (Quinn et al., 1990,
1993, 1995, 1996), the North Atlantic (Van Dingenen
et al., 1995; Leaitch et al., 1996; Raes et al., 1997) and
the Southern Ocean and Antarctic (Jaenicke et al., 1992;
Davison et al., 1996; Bates et al., 1998). The clima-
tology has been used as an observational constraint for
global model simulated Aitken and accumulation mode
number, size and widths (e.g. Easter et al., 2004; Pierce
and Adams, 2006; Spracklen et al., 2007; Trivitayanu-
rak et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2010; Mann et al., 2012). It
would be highly desirable to repeat the valuable efforts
of Heintzenberg et al. (2000), and produce a similar, up-
dated marine climatology incorporating the wide range
of aerosol microphysics measurement data sets made on
cruises since 2000.
– 10 yr of aircraft measurements over the Pacific and
Southern Oceans
Data from numerous field campaigns have been com-
piled by Clarke and Kapustin (2002) to produce cli-
matological profiles of ultrafine particle concentrations
within latitude ranges 70 to 20◦ S, 20◦ S to 20◦ N and 20
to 70◦ N. The aircraft measurements very clearly show
a distinct maximum in particle concentrations in the
free and upper troposphere, which has been shown to
provide an important source of CCN in marine regions
(Merikanto et al., 2009). Note that when comparing to
this data set, each model’s number concentrations are
converted to standard temperature and pressure to be
consistent with the observed profiles.
3.2.1 Total particle number concentrations at GAW
sites
Figure 6 shows a scatter plot of modelled annual mean par-
ticle number concentrations against the multi-year annual
mean from the observations at each site. The model values
are simulated concentrations of particles larger than the cut-
off diameter used by the CPC at each measurement site (3,
10 or 14 nm, see Sect. 2.3 and Table 3). The vertical whiskers
indicate the range over the central 8 models, whereas the hor-
izontal whisker shows the standard deviation over the annual-
means over the several years of measurements (see Table 3).
The central-model mean represents the spatial variation of
the annual mean particle concentrations well with a Pearson
correlation coefficient (R) of 0.96 and normalised mean bias
(b) of −0.21, and is within a factor 2 of the observations at
all 13 sites. However, as seen in Sect. 3.1, particle concen-
trations are rather diverse among the different models. For
example, at Pallas and Mace Head, the central model diver-
sity is about a factor of 5. The three FT sites (Jungfraujoch,
Mauna Loa and South Pole) have lower diversity but still it
is around a factor 2 to 4. This large model diversity indicates
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Figure 6. Simulated annual mean surface N(Dp > 3/10/14 nm)
against CPC observations at all 13 GAW sites. Different size thresh-
olds are used for each site corresponding to the cut-off diameters
for the CPC used (3 nm at Cape Grim, Hohenpessenberg, 10 nm at
Jungfraujoch, Mauna Loa, Mace Head, Southern Great Plains, Pal-
las and 14 nm at South Pole, Neumayer, Barrow, Samoa, Trinidad
Head, Bondville). The model values are geometric means over the
central 8 models with the vertical whisker indicating their range.
For the observations, the multi-annual mean is shown with the hori-
zontal whisker showing plus and minus the standard deviation over
the several years of data shown in Table 3.
that many of the models have considerable biases against
the observations. However, at only 2 of the 13 sites (South-
ern Great Plains and Neumayer) does the central two-thirds
range not span the multi-annual mean of the measurements.
It is interesting that the central models have opposite bias at
the two Antarctic sites, tending to be slightly biased high at
the South Pole site, but biased low at the coastal Neumayer
site. Boundary layer nucleation events have been observed
in a recent field campaign at Neumayer (R. Weller, personal
communication, 2013) and have also been measured at the
Finnish coastal Antarctic site Aboa (Asmi et al., 2010). The
coastal N14 low bias could therefore be due to most mod-
els’ nucleation parametrisations not forming new particles
efficiently in the boundary layer. The other site with a low
bias is Southern Great Plains in rural continental USA. As
shown in Table 2, most of the model nucleation parametri-
sations do not generate particles efficiently in the boundary
layer, and such boundary layer nucleation mechanisms have
been shown to represent a substantial source of small parti-
cles in rural continental environments (e.g. Kulmala et al.,
2004; Spracklen et al., 2006, 2008).
Annual cycles of total particle number at the GAW sites
are shown in Figs. 7–9. Considering the free troposphere
sites, Mauna Loa in Hawaii (19◦ N) has no significant sea-
sonal variation (Fig. 7b), whereas Jungfraujoch (Fig. 7a) and
South Pole (Fig. 7c) have clear seasonal cycles with summer
total particle concentrations higher than in winter by factors
of about 2 and 10 respectively. At South Pole, this seasonal
cycle in N14 is likely driven by the strong seasonal varia-
tions in DMS seawater concentration and photochemistry al-
though seasonal transport effects are also a likely contributor
(Bodhaine et al., 1986). The central model mean captures the
South Pole seasonal cycle in N14 very well (R = 0.95) albeit
with a slight high bias (b = 0.39, as seen in Fig. 6), which
worsens during winter. At Jungfraujoch, the seasonal cycle
likely reflects stronger photochemistry during the summer,
leading to higher gas phase H2SO4 concentrations or organic
vapours which will tend to give higher nucleation rates at the
site (Boulon et al., 2010). Increased pollution and transport
from lower altitudes during the summer will also be an im-
portant influence. The models also show elevated N10 during
summer at Jungfraujoch, although the central-8 mean model
shows a moderate low bias (b =−0.13) over the full year.
For the marine boundary layer GAW sites, the strong sea-
sonal cycle at the Antarctic coastal site Neumayer (Fig. 8b)
is well captured by the multi-model mean (R = 0.92), with
a low bias (as seen in Fig. 6) apparent throughout the year
(b =−0.51). However, at the Alaskan site Barrow, although
the central-mean model compares fairly well with observa-
tions on the annual mean, the seasonal cycle is not well cap-
tured (R = 0.22), with the models highest in May when the
observations show a local minimum (Fig. 8c). Simulating
Arctic aerosol is challenging because of the complex factors
that lead to the formation of the Arctic haze observed in late
winter and early spring (e.g. Quinn et al., 2002). The poor
model performance is consistent with the findings of previ-
ous studies, which have highlighted the importance of sea-
sonal variations in scavenging processes and local nucleation
(Browse et al., 2012, 2013; Bougeois and Bey, 2011; Gar-
rett et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2010; Korhonen et al., 2008a;
Liu et al., 2011). At Mace Head (Fig. 8a), simulated par-
ticle concentrations are biased low (b =−0.48) as seen on
the annual mean in Fig. 6, and the models also do not cap-
ture the observed concentration peaks in May and September
(R = 0.22). At Cape Grim (Fig. 8f), the N3 seasonal cycle
(over all air masses) is fairly flat despite there being an estab-
lished strong influence of DMS on the N3 and CCN seasonal
cycle from the marine air mass sector (e.g. Ayers and Gras,
1991; Korhonen et al., 2008b). At the other two sites: Samoa
in the Pacific (Fig. 8d) and Trinidad Head on the US Cal-
ifornia coast (Fig. 8e), the observations show no clear sea-
sonal cycle, but the models have highest concentrations in
late summer at Trinidad Head, which is not seen in the ob-
servations.
At the continental boundary layer sites (except for South-
ern Great Plains), the central-8 model mean agrees well with
the observations on the annual mean (Fig. 6). The weak
seasonal N14 variation at Bondville (Fig. 9b) and Hohen-
peissenberg (Fig. 9d) is also well captured by the central-
8 model mean, although the models predict a peak at Ho-
henpeissenberg during March that is outside the observed
multi-year mean plus or minus standard deviation (1995 to
2005). At Pallas (Fig. 9c), the observations show a strong
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Figure 7. Simulated annual cycle in surface N(Dp > 10 nm/14 nm) against CPC observations at free troposphere GAW sites Jungfraujoch
(10 nm), Mauna Loa (10 nm) and South Pole (14 nm). The solid line is the geometric mean over the central two-thirds of models in each
month, with the dashed lines the minimum and maximum over those central-8. The dotted line shows the minimum and maximum over all
12 models. The error bars on the observations indicate the standard deviation over the several years of data shown in Table 3.
Figure 8. Simulated annual cycle in surface N(Dp > 10 nm/14 nm/3 nm) against CPC observations at marine boundary layer GAW sites
Mace Head (10 nm), Neumayer (14 nm), Barrow (14 nm), Samoa (14 nm), Trinidad Head (14 nm) and Cape Grim (3 nm). The solid line
is the geometric mean over the central two-thirds of models in each month, with the dashed lines the minimum and maximum over those
central-8. The dotted line shows the minimum and maximum over all 12 models. The error bars on the observations indicate the standard
deviation over the several years of data shown in Table 3.
seasonal variation, with monthly mean N10 concentrations
around a factor of 3 higher in spring and summer than in win-
ter. The central-8 mean model particle concentration peaks in
spring rather than summer, and the variation is weaker than in
the observations (by about a factor 2). Spracklen et al. (2010)
found that including a boundary layer nucleation mechanism
improves the seasonal variation in particle concentrations at
continental sites, particularly at Pallas, although simulated
concentrations tend to peak in spring whereas the observa-
tions show a peak in summer. Secondary organic aerosol
has been shown to strongly influence new particle formation
rates (e.g. Metzger et al., 2010) and Scott et al. (2014) exam-
ined the seasonal cycle in N80 at Hyytiala and Pallas, show-
ing that the observed summertime peak in particle concentra-
tions could be much better reproduced in their model when
an organic-mediated nucleation parametrisation was used.
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Figure 9. Simulated annual cycle in surface N(Dp > 10 nm/14 nm/3 nm) against CPC observations at continental boundary layer GAW sites
Southern Great Plains (10 nm), Bondville (14 nm), Pallas (10 nm) and Hohenpeissenberg (3 nm). The solid line is the geometric mean over
the central two-thirds models in each month, with the dashed lines the minimum and maximum over those central-8. The dotted line shows
the minimum and maximum over all 12 models. The error bars on the observations indicate the standard deviation over the several years of
data shown in Table 3.
3.2.2 Size-resolved number concentrations at
EUSAAR/GUAN sites
Figure 10 compares the mean of the central two-thirds mod-
els with observed size-resolved particle concentrations at 17
low-altitude sites in the EUSAAR/GUAN network (Asmi
et al., 2011). The seven sites above 900 m altitude were omit-
ted as these tend to be affected by local factors, for example
daily variations from polluted air masses from lower altitudes
(Asmi et al., 2011), which is unlikely to be captured at the
coarse resolution used in the global models.
Asmi et al. (2011) analysed the EUSAAR/GUAN observa-
tions, presenting percentiles of the size distributions and size-
resolved number concentrations from the hourly measure-
ments. However, since the model results are monthly means,
i.e. an arithmetic mean over values at all time steps, we com-
pare here against an arithmetic mean over the hourly obser-
vations (A. Asmi, personal communication, 2012). In the full
size distribution comparisons (Figs. 15–17), the median ob-
served values are also shown for reference (from Asmi et al.,
2011). At most sites, the median and mean observed values
are similar at sizes larger than 100 nm, but at Aitken mode
sizes (10 to 100 nm), the median is much lower than the
mean, suggesting that it is temporally the more variable of
the two modes.
Simulated N30 (Fig. 10a) is very diverse among the central
8 models at most of these European sites, more so than for
Figure 10. Simulated annual mean surface N(Dp > 30 nm (a),
> 50 nm (b) and > 100 nm (c), against those measured by
SMPS/DMPS instruments at 17 of the EUSAAR/GUAN sites (ex-
cludes those at high altitude, taken as above 900 m altitude). Model
values are the geometric mean of the central two-thirds model
annual-means, with the vertical whiskers indicating the minimum
and maximum values over those central 8. Observed values are
arithmetic means over the hourly measurement data (A. Asmi, per-
sonal communication, 2012).
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Figure 11. Annual cycle of simulated N(Dp > 30 nm) (blue), and N(Dp > 100 nm) (red) against those measured by SMPS/DMPS instru-
ments (asterisks) at the six Nordic and Baltic EUSAAR sites: Aspvreten (ASP, a), Birkenes (BIR, b), Hyytiala (SMR, c), Pallas (PAL, d),
Preila (PLA, e) and Vavihill (VHL, f). Model values are the geometric mean (solid) and min/max (dashed) over the central-8 model monthly
mean values. Observed values are arithmetic means over the hourly measurement data (A. Asmi, personal communication, 2012).
N100 (Fig. 10c), more than 50 % of their mean at many sites.
However, at the Arctic site Zeppelin N30 diversity is lower
than for N100, consistent with the spatial distribution in di-
versity seen in Fig. 2. Despite this large model diversity how-
ever, as seen for the comparisons to the CPC measurements
(Fig. 6), the central two-thirds model mean generally com-
pares quite well with the observations on the annual-mean,
with R = 0.80, 0.80, 0.78 and b =−0.19, −0.23, −0.36 for
N30, N50, N100 respectively over the full set of sites. At all
sites, except Ispra (which is strongly influenced by local pol-
lution sources) and the Arctic site Zeppelin, the central mean
is within a factor of 2 of the observations for all three size
ranges on the annual mean. Aside from Zeppelin, the N100
particle concentrations have lower diversity and also gen-
erally compare better with the measurements than N30 and
N50. This suggests that CCN concentrations (which can be
approximated by N50) are more diverse among the models
than are aerosol optical properties (which are mainly influ-
enced by particles larger than 100 nm). It is noticeable how-
ever that Ispra and Preila have a stronger low bias at N100
than N30.
Simulated size-resolved number concentrations across the
full annual cycle are compared to the EUSAAR/GUAN ob-
servations in Fig. 11 (Nordic and Baltic sites), Fig. 12 (west-
ern European, Mediterranean and Arctic sites) and Fig. 13
(central European sites). Figure 14 summarises these sea-
sonal cycle comparisons in terms of the winter and summer
bias (model divided by observed) for each site.
From Fig. 10 we have seen that, on that annual mean, at
the Nordic and Baltic sites, the central two-thirds mean is in
good agreement with the observations for N30, N50 and espe-
cially N100. However, the seasonal cycle is less well captured
at these sites (Fig. 11). In particular, for several of the sites,
the central-8 mean model N30 is mostly biased high during
the winter (see also Fig. 14) and biased low during the sum-
mer. This discrepancy is similar to the total particle concen-
tration comparison at Pallas (Fig. 9c), with the multi-model
value having a fairly flat seasonal variation whereas the ob-
servations show concentrations at least a factor of 2 higher in
summer than winter. By contrast, the central-8 model mean
captures the seasonal variation inN100 much better. For many
of the models (see Table 2), binary homogeneous nucleation
is the only new particle formation mechanism, and this may
explain the poor seasonal variation of N30 in the models. As
already noted, Spracklen et al. (2010) found that, in model
simulations with only binary nucleation, although adjust-
ments to the assumed size distribution for primary emissions
could reproduce observed annual mean concentrations of the
finest particles at Pallas, better agreement with the observed
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Figure 12. Annual cycle of simulated N(Dp > 30 nm) (blue) and N(Dp > 100 nm) (red) against those measured by SMPS/DMPS instru-
ments (asterisks) at the six EUSAAR sites classified as western Europe: Cabauw (CBW, a), Harwell (HWL, b), Mace Head (MHT, c),
Mediterranean: Finokaklia (FKL, d), Ispra (JRC, e), or Arctic: Zeppelin (ZEP, f). Model values are the geometric mean (solid) and min/max
(dashed) over the central-8 model monthly (arithmetic) mean values. Observed values are arithmetic means over the hourly measurement
data (A. Asmi, personal communication, 2012).
seasonal cycle could be achieved by also including a nucle-
ation mechanism effective in the boundary layer.
At the Arctic EUSAAR site (Fig. 12f), the observations
show that there is a substantial shift in the particle size dis-
tribution in the winter and early spring compared to the rest
of the year. High accumulation mode concentrations (N100)
are observed between January and April (the Arctic haze sea-
son) whereas Aitken mode particles (N30) are highest during
summer. In contrast, for the central-8 mean model, N30 and
N100 have very similar seasonal cycles. Possible reasons for
this model–observation discrepancy could be due to the mod-
els not representing seasonal changes in long-range transport
and the models’ limited representation of scavenging by driz-
zle, which has also been shown (Browse et al., 2012) to be an
important control for simulated Arctic aerosol during sum-
mer. Local particle sources (missing in most models) have
also been shown to exert important controls on Arctic aerosol
properties, for example marine primary organic aerosol (e.g.
Leck and Bigg, 2005) or boundary layer new particle forma-
tion (Browse et al., 2013).
At Harwell (Fig. 12b), the central-8 mean model N30 and
N100 agree quite well with the observations (R = 0.42, 0.11
and b = 0.36, −0.01). At Cabauw (Fig. 12a) the central-8
mean agrees quite well with N100 (R = 0.44, b =−0.28),
whereas at Mace Head (Fig. 12c) the models strongly under-
predict N100 (b =−0.48) with observed peaks in December,
February, May and September not captured by any of the cen-
tral models (R = 0.27). As seen for most of the Nordic and
Baltic sites, at both Cabauw and Mace Head, the central-8
mean model underestimates N30 during summer. Mace Head
has been shown to be influenced by coastal new particle for-
mation events (e.g. O’Dowd et al., 1998) which will not be
well represented in the global models, and this could ex-
plain some of the strong underprediction of particle concen-
trations during the summer. By contrast, new particle forma-
tion episodes are much less frequent at Harwell, occurring on
only around 5 % of observation days (Charron et al., 2007).
We saw in Fig. 10 that the models underpredict particle
concentrations at Ispra for all three size ranges. In Fig. 12e, it
is clear that the low bias at this site is apparent throughout the
year, with the accumulation mode (represented by N100) par-
ticularly strongly underestimated b =−0.74, with even the
highest of the central models being too low. Very high N100
is observed during winter, likely reflecting local boundary
layer trapping of nearly pollution sources adjacent to steep
orography, which will tend to be poorly represented at the
coarse resolution of the global models. Another source of er-
ror in N100 could be that most of the models do not represent
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Figure 13. Annual cycle of simulated N(Dp > 30 nm) (blue) and N(Dp > 100 nm) (red) against those measured by SMPS/DMPS instru-
ments (asterisks) at the five low-altitude EUSAAR/GUAN sites classified as central European: Bosel (BOS, a), K-Puszta (KPO, b), Kosetice
(OBK, c), Melpitz (MEL, d) and Waldhof (WAL, e). Model values are the geometric mean (solid) and min/max (dashed) over the central-
8 model monthly (arithmetic) mean values. Observed values are arithmetic means over the hourly measurement data (A. Asmi, personal
communication, 2012).
nitrate aerosol, which efficiently partitions into the particle
phase during the colder winter months (e.g. Adams et al.,
1999), although this alone is unlikely to explain such a large
N100 discrepancy.
At the five central European sites (Fig. 13), the central-
8 model mean N30 compares quite well to the observations
over the annual cycle. However, at several of these central
European sites (Bosel, Kosetice, Melpitz, Waldhof), the ob-
served N30 shows a local maximum in April or May that is
not seen in the models. For N100 there is quite good agree-
ment at the five sites during summer, with a weak low bias,
but there is a much larger low bias during winter at many of
the sites, as was also seen at Ispra.
An overview of the summer and winter N30, N50 and N100
biases against the measurements is shown in Fig. 14. As seen
for the annual mean comparisons, aside from Ispra (JRC) and
Zeppelin (ZEP), modelled N100 is generally in good agree-
ment with the observations during summer. During winter
however, modelled N100 is biased low at many sites, which
could indicate missing number sources at those sizes or in-
sufficient growth from smaller sizes. Aquila et al. (2011)
evaluated a global aerosol microphysics model against a dif-
ferent set of European size distribution measurements (Van
Dingenen et al., 2004) and also found that, in the accumula-
tion mode, number concentrations had a strong low bias dur-
ing winter but were in much better agreement during sum-
mer. Nitric acid partitions into the particle phase during win-
ter forming an important component of the sub-µm particle
mass (e.g. Adams et al., 1999), and this may account for
some of the missing mass. Tsigaridis et al. (2014) find a gen-
eral underprediction of wintertime organics which will also
contribute to this model accumulation mode low bias.
For N30 the agreement is also reasonable, however the me-
dian model often has a high bias during winter and a low bias
during summer. This was also seen for the total particle con-
centrations comparison for Pallas (see Fig. 9c) with a flat sea-
sonal cycle in the models whereas the observations showed
greatly enhanced concentrations during the summer. A fac-
tor that could explain some of this bias is that many of the
models may have used too small particle size (when charac-
terising primary emissions) leading to a high bias in particle
number emissions derived from the emitted mass flux. This
would lead to too many particles in the Aitken sizes and too
few in the accumulation mode, which would also be consis-
tent with theN30 andN100 biases seen at many of these conti-
nental sites. There is clear need for improved understanding
of primary and secondary particle sources, and better con-
straints for model assumptions for the size of primary emitted
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Figure 14. Box plots indicating the median, 25th and 75th per-
centiles of model to observation ratio for (a) N30, (b) N50 and
(c) N100 at the 17 low-altitude EUSAAR/GUAN sites. Winter and
summer values are shown in blue and red respectively. The plots
show the base-10 logarithm of the ratio, so a value of 1.0 means
a factor of 10 high bias and a value of −1.0 means a factor of 10
low bias. The dashed lines indicate where the model is within a fac-
tor of 2 of the observations.
particles. Future studies are needed to carry out more detailed
comparisons of the model size distributions to the new mea-
surements from the EUSAAR/GUAN supersites. For exam-
ple these could examine probability density functions over
high temporal resolution model and observed data sets and
apply cluster analysis techniques (e.g. Beddows et al., 2009),
such as have already been applied to the EUSAAR/GUAN
sites (Beddows et al., 2014).
3.2.3 Sub-µm size distributions at European surface
sites
Figures 15–17 compare simulated particle size distributions
against the SMPS/DMPS measurements at the EUSAAR and
GUAN sites. The upper panels (a–f) are for summer with the
lower panels (g–l) showing winter. Model size distributions
are derived from the different complexity models following
the methodology described in Sect. 2.3. When comparing
the multi-model size distribution to the measurements, one
should compare the red solid line (central model geometric
mean) to the black solid line, which shows the arithmetic
mean over the hourly observations for that season. The ob-
served median (dot-dashed black) and 5th to 95th percentile
ranges (grey shading) as published by Asmi et al. (2011) are
also shown for reference.
Where there is a large difference between the observed
median and mean size distributions, it is indicative that the
site experiences large temporal variability in particle number
concentrations. Many of the sites show such large variabil-
ity in the Aitken size range, and at some sites (e.g. Hyytiala,
SMR) this may indicate that nucleation events (e.g. Kulmala
et al., 2004) frequently affect that part of the size range. Such
variability can also exist when a site experiences diverse
air mass types. For example, at Mace Head (MHT) there
is large variation across the Aitken and accumulation size
range, which is likely due to the site experiencing episodes
of polluted air from mainland Europe as well as the more
frequent clean air from the North Atlantic.
At Nordic and Baltic EUSAAR sites, in summer the multi-
model geometric-mean size distribution (red line) compares
well to the observations (solid black line) in the accumula-
tion mode (except for Preila) but tends to be biased low in
the Aitken size range (Fig. 15). At most of these sites, the
maximum over the central-8 models (dashed line) compares
better to the observed size distribution below 200 nm dry di-
ameter. This indicates that some models are better able to
capture the size distribution at these sites and sizes. In winter
however, the multi-model mean overestimates the concentra-
tion of Aitken particles and the central-8 model maximum is
biased very high (by up to a factor 10). By contrast, the mod-
els’ wintertime accumulation mode has a strong low bias,
which can be interpreted either as a substantial underpredic-
tion of particle growth or as an underprediction of particle
sources at these sizes. To grow these particles sufficiently to
match the observations however, would require about a fac-
tor 2 increase in diameter, equivalent to a factor 8 increase in
mode mass, suggesting that missing number is an important
component.
At the central European sites (Fig. 16a–f), there is good
agreement between the modelled and observed accumula-
tion mode in summer. The summertime Aitken mode low
bias seen at Nordic and Baltic sites is much less in central
Europe, although the multi-model mean is still slightly low.
In wintertime (Fig. 16g–l), the Aitken mode compares quite
well with, if anything, a slight high bias at some sites. How-
ever, the wintertime accumulation mode low bias seen in the
Nordic and Baltic sites is very evident here.
At Harwell during summer (Fig. 17b) the multi-model
mean compares very well with the observations across the
entire size range, but in winter (Fig. 17h) there is much too
little number (and mass) in the accumulation mode and too
much number below 200 nm dry diameter. At Mace Head and
Cabauw, during summer (Fig. 17a and c), although there is
good agreement above 200 nm dry diameter, there is a strong
underestimation of number in the Aitken mode size range (10
to 100 nm) at both sites, although the size of the Aitken mode
peak is well represented. The summertime Aitken low bias,
and the high variability in the Aitken size range (difference
between the solid and dot-dashed black lines in Fig. 17a),
would be consistent with biogenic nucleation events occur-
ring during summer as observed frequently at the coastal
Mace Head site (e.g. O’Dowd et al., 2007). At Cabauw
however, the median and mean size distribution are similar
across the size range, suggesting that a more uniform parti-
cle source is missing or underestimated in the models. Also,
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Figure 15. Summer (a–f) and winter (g–l) multi-model simulated size distributions against DMPS/SMPS measurements at the six
Nordic/Baltic EUSAAR sites: Aspvreten (ASP), Birkenes (BIR), Hyytiala (SMR), Pallas (PAL), Preila (PLA) and Vavihill (VHL). Shown are
the central-8 model geometric means (red solid), central-8 model maximum/minimum (red dashed) and all-12 model minimum/maximum
(red dotted) of the June–July–August (arithmetic) mean size distributions at each site. Observed values (black solid line) are arithmetic means
over the hourly measurement data (A. Asmi, personal communication, 2012). The published (Asmi et al., 2011) median (black dot-dashed)
and 5th to 95th percentile range (grey shading) over the hourly measurement data are also shown for reference.
considering Fig. 17g and i, whereas Mace Head compares
better in the Aitken mode during summer, the Cabauw Aitken
mode low bias is present in both seasons, suggesting that the
cause of the model–observation discrepancy may be differ-
ent between the two sites. As noted in the discussion around
Fig. 12b, new particle formation events are rather infrequent
at Harwell (Charron et al., 2007), and the better agreement
there is consistent with such secondary particle production
not being well captured by the models.
At the Arctic site Zeppelin, during summer (Fig. 17f),
the multi-model mean has a low bias across the size range,
although the models do capture the observed shape of the
size distribution with the Aitken mode peak being around
a factor 2 higher than the accumulation mode peak. During
winter however (Fig. 17l), the observations suggest that the
Aitken peak is a factor 10 higher than the accumulation mode
peak, whereas the multi-model mean predicts the ratio less
than 2. The observed 5th to 95th percentile range suggests
that very high observed particle concentrations are sporadi-
cally observed at around 20 nm dry diameter, which indicates
a strong local nucleation or ultrafine particle source, which
none of the central models capture.
At the Mediterranean site Finokalia, the multi-model mean
compares well with the observations in both summer and
winter (Fig. 17d and j). The good agreement in the accumu-
lation mode at this site is consistent with the model winter-
time accumulation mode low bias seen at other sites being
caused by semi-volatile organics or nitrate since the warmer
conditions at Finokalia will mean these species will tend not
to partition into the particle phase there. At Ispra (Fig. 17e
and k), the previously identified very strong wintertime ac-
cumulation mode low bias is clearly evident, likely due to
boundary layer trapping of local pollution sources. During
the summer there is a more moderate low bias across both
Aitken and accumulation size particles.
3.2.4 Vertical profile of size distribution over Europe
Figure 18 compares the models against a compilation of air-
craft measurements of size-resolved particle concentrations
from the LACE 98 field campaign (Petzold et al., 2002).
The measurements comprise vertical profiles of N5 and N15
from two CPCs, and N120 from integrating the size distri-
bution measured by the PCASP instrument (as presented by
Lauer et al., 2005). For this comparison, the model data for
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Figure 16. Summer (a–f) and winter (g–l) multi-model simulated size distributions against DMPS/SMPS measurements at the six central
European EUSAAR/GUAN sites: Bosel (BOS), Hohenpeissenberg (HPB), K-Puszta (KPO), Kosetice (OBK), Melpitz (MEL) and Waldhof
(WAL). Shown are the central-8 model geometric means (red solid) central-8 model maximum/minimum (red dashed) and all-12 model
minimum/maximum (red dotted) of the June–July–August (arithmetic) mean size distributions at each site. Observed values (black solid
line) are arithmetic means over the hourly measurement data (A. Asmi, personal communication, 2012). The published (Asmi et al., 2011)
median (black dot-dashed) and 5th to 95th percentile range (grey shading) over the hourly measurement data are also shown for reference.
August was interpolated to 14.0◦ N, 52.1◦ E, the mid-point of
the relatively small region of the flights (13.5–14.5◦ N, 51.5–
52.7◦ E, Lauer et al., 2005). The model vertical profiles were
then interpolated onto a common pressure grid between 950
and 220 hPa.
The modelled accumulation mode particle concentrations
(represented here by N120) capture the vertical profile well
(Fig. 18c), although throughout the lowest few kilometres
most of the models have a considerable low bias (b =− 0.48
for the central two-thirds model mean). For particle concen-
trations at the smallest sizes (N5 and N15), the central two-
thirds model mean is also biased low in the boundary layer,
but is biased high (around a factor of 5) in the free and up-
per troposphere. Within the boundary layer the observations
show a sharp increase in N5 and N15 towards the surface that
is not captured by the central models, likely due to nucle-
ation being underestimated. The observations also suggest
only a weak peak in N5 in the upper troposphere, with max-
imum concentrations of about 800 cm−3, whereas the mod-
els predict a strong peak with a central-8 mean and range of
about 2300 cm−3 and 900–9 000 cm−3.
3.2.5 Marine boundary layer size distributions
Marine boundary layer (MBL) particle size distribution mea-
surements from Heintzenberg et al. (2000), based on 30 yr
of field campaigns, are shown for the Southern Hemisphere
(Fig. 19) and Northern Hemisphere (Fig. 20). To summarise
these comparisons, in Fig. 21 we compare the models’ simu-
lated number and size in the Aitken and accumulation modes
to observed values shown in Heintzenberg et al. (2000),
which were derived via log-normal fits to the size distribution
measurements. The data compilation is based on 15◦ longi-
tude by 15◦ latitude averages of ship-borne measurements
using Differential Mobility or Aerodynamic Particle Siz-
ers (DMPS/APS) over several field campaigns (see Fig. 5).
To derive equivalent size distributions from the models, the
number concentration and representative dry diameters for
each model’s size class were averaged over marine grid boxes
in each of the 15◦ by 15◦ regions.
The observations show that accumulation mode number
concentrations are approximately symmetric across the equa-
tor, while Aitken mode particle concentrations are around
a factor of 2 higher in the Southern Hemisphere than in
the Northern Hemisphere. The measurements also show that
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Figure 17. Summer (a–f) and winter (g–l) multi-model simulated size distributions against DMPS/SMPS measurements at the six EUSAAR
sites classified as western Europe: Cabauw (CBW), Harwell (HWL), Mace Head (MHT), Mediterranean: Ispra (JRC), Finokalia (FKL) or
Arctic: Zeppelin (ZEP). Shown are the central-8 model geometric means (red solid), central-8 model maximum/minimum (red dashed) and
all-12 model minimum/maximum (red dotted) of the June–July–August (arithmetic) mean size distributions at each site. Observed values
(black solid line) are arithmetic means over the hourly measurement data (A. Asmi, personal communication, 2012). The published (Asmi
et al., 2011) median (black dot-dashed) and 5th to 95th percentile range (grey shading) over the hourly measurement data are also shown for
reference.
typical sizes of both Aitken and accumulation modes are
around 25 % larger in the Northern Hemisphere, implying
a factor 2 higher particle volume concentration, approxi-
mately matching observations of sulfate mass.
In the Southern Hemisphere (Fig. 19), the central models
capture the general variation of the boundary layer size dis-
tribution, with the observed minimum between the Aitken
and accumulation modes (e.g. Hoppel et al., 1994) at around
the right size, although peak concentrations in both modes
are biased low by about a factor 2 south of 30◦ S. The shift
in the Aitken–accumulation mode dN / d log10 r ratio is also
well captured, with the Aitken mode peak stronger than the
accumulation mode south of 30◦ S, whereas these two size
distribution peaks are of similar magnitude between 30◦ S
and the equator.
In the Northern Hemisphere (Fig. 20), the multi-model
mean size distribution is rather flat, which likely indicates
that the models do not agree on the position of the Hoppel
gap rather than the models predicting a flat size distribution
across the Aitken and accumulation size ranges. At latitudes
> 30◦ N, the central model range of MBL number concen-
trations in these two modes agrees quite well with the obser-
vations, but is low biased between 0 and 30◦ N. The general
shift in the Aitken–accumulation dN / d log10 r ratio is again
well captured, with the two peaks approximately equal at low
latitudes and the Aitken mode peak much stronger at high lat-
itudes.
Figure 21 compares the meridional variation of N10
(Fig. 21a) and particle concentrations in the Aitken (Fig. 21b)
and accumulation (Fig. 21c) size ranges. The comparisons
show that although the general variation of the size distribu-
tions is well captured, the models predict higher MBL par-
ticle concentrations in the Northern Hemisphere than in the
Southern Hemisphere whereas the observations show the re-
verse.
A general finding across all the models is that Aitken mode
particle concentrations are underpredicted in Southern Hemi-
sphere mid-latitudes and overpredicted in Northern Hemi-
sphere mid-latitudes. The Southern Hemisphere low bias in
Aitken mode particle concentrations has also been found in
multi-model comparisons of sectional (Trivitayanurak et al.,
2008) and modal schemes (Zhang et al., 2010). Pierce and
Adams (2006) found the bias was much reduced by us-
ing sea-spray source functions which capture the observed
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Figure 18. Summertime central-model simulated profiles of
N(Dp > 5 nm) (a), N(Dp > 15 nm) (b), and N(Dp > 120 nm) (c),
over Germany against those derived from aircraft-borne CPC and
PCASP measurements (asterisks) during the Lindenberg Aerosol
Characterisation Experiment (Petzold et al., 2002), as presented by
Lauer et al. (2005). The solid line shows the geometric mean of the
central-8 models, dashed lines indicate the maximum and minimum
of the central-8, while dotted lines indicate the maximum and min-
imum over all 12 models.
Figure 19. Southern Hemisphere annual-mean central-model sim-
ulated size distributions in the marine boundary layer averaged into
15◦ latitude ranges to compare against the compilation of 30 yr of
cruise DMPS/APS measurements from Heintzenberg et al. (2000).
The solid line shows the geometric mean of the central-8 models,
dashed lines indicate the maximum and minimum of the central-8,
while dotted lines indicate the maximum and minimum over all 12
models.
efficient emission at ultrafine particle sizes (e.g. Martensson
et al., 2003; Clarke et al., 2006). The meridional variation
of accumulation mode concentrations is better captured with
good agreement in the Northern Hemisphere, but a low bias
Figure 20. Northern Hemisphere annual-mean central-model sim-
ulated size distributions in the marine boundary layer averaged into
15◦ latitude ranges to compare against the compilation of 30 yr of
cruise DMPS/APS measurements from Heintzenberg et al. (2000).
The solid line shows the geometric mean of the central-8 models,
dashed lines indicate the maximum and minimum of the central-8,
while dotted lines indicate the maximum and minimum over all 12
models.
in the Southern Hemisphere mid and high latitudes. As noted
by Spracklen et al. (2007), it is also important to realise that
most of the Southern Hemisphere cruise measurements in
the Heintzenberg et al. (2000) observation climatology were
taken during the summer. So some of the apparent low bias
in Aitken and accumulation mode concentrations there may
just be reflecting a sampling bias with higher concentrations
tending to be observed and modelled (not shown) during the
summer.
3.2.6 Vertical profile of particle concentrations in
marine regions
Figure 22 compares vertical profiles of total particle concen-
trations (N3) over the Pacific and Southern Oceans against
profiles compiled from aircraft measurements (Clarke and
Kapustin, 2002). These measurements were produced from
ultrafine condensation particle counter (u-CPC) measure-
ments over several field campaigns (GLOBE-2: May 1990,
ACE-1: November 1995, PEM-Tropics A: September 1996
and PEM-Tropics-B: March 1999), and compiled as three
separate climatological profiles for the Southern Hemisphere
(70–20◦ S), tropical regions (20◦ S–20◦ N) and the Northern
Hemisphere (20–70◦ N).
In the free and upper troposphere, over all three marine re-
gions, the central models capture the vertical N3 profile very
well, with relatively small inter-model diversity. This agree-
ment is in contrast to Europe, where the models overestimate
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Figure 21. Meridional variation of central-model simulated N10,
Aitken mode and accumulation mode particle concentrations in the
marine boundary layer, compared with a compilation of observa-
tions from cruise measurements (Heintzenberg et al., 2000). The ob-
served values were derived from fitting modes to the full size distri-
butions, whereas the model Aitken and accumulation mode concen-
trations are here calculated as mean N10 −N100 and N100 respec-
tively, averaging over all marine grid boxes in each latitude band.
The solid line shows the geometric mean of the central-8 models,
dashed lines indicate the maximum and minimum of the central-8,
while dotted lines indicate the maximum and minimum over all 12
models.
particle concentrations (Fig. 18). The observed maximum in
particle concentrations (which reflects the balance between
particle production via nucleation and loss via coagulation)
is captured very well by the central-8 model mean in the
Northern and Southern Hemisphere regions, although it is
biased slightly low in the Tropics. The central-8 model mean
captures boundary layer N3 concentrations well in the Trop-
ics and particularly the Northern Hemisphere, although there
is a slight low bias compared to the aircraft measurements
in the Southern Hemisphere. Considering the full model
range, one model is showing a factor 20–50 too high par-
ticle concentrations, which could indicate too high sulfuric
acid vapour concentrations or that the nucleation parametri-
sation is producing particles much too efficiently. The low-
est model has N3 a factor 10 too low throughout the free
troposphere. Since N3 is dominated by secondary particles
from new particle formation, the low bias could be due to an
aerosol surface area high bias in the free troposphere, which
would give too low simulated sulfuric acid concentrations
and nucleation rates. Lee et al. (2011) considered the effect
on simulated CCN concentrations of co-varying eight param-
eters in a global aerosol microphysics model, showing that
in the European free troposphere, simulated CCN concentra-
tions are highly sensitive to parameters associated with the
treatment of nucleation scavenging.
4 Conclusions
We have carried out the largest ever intercomparison of
model simulated size distributions among the new genera-
tion of global aerosol microphysics models. Twelve global
microphysics models have participated in the coordinated
experiments within the AeroCom multi-model intercompari-
son initiative. We have derived benchmark multi-model data
sets based around the mean of the central two-thirds of these
models which provides a best estimate of global variation of
the sub-µm particle size distribution, critical for understand-
ing aerosol–climate interactions. These multi-model data sets
will also serve as a useful reference to assist in model devel-
opment.
An assessment of the diversity of the central two-thirds
of models has identified regions where the models agree and
disagree in terms of their predictions of size-resolved particle
concentrations and mass concentrations of BC and sulfate.
The different patterns of diversity can be explained by dom-
inating aerosol processes and their associated uncertainty.
In regions of strong anthropogenic emissions, the diversity
of simulated number concentrations of particles larger than
30 nm dry diameter (N30) is very high (factor 2 to 6), while
the diversities of N100 (factor 1.5 to 2) and of sulfate and
BC mass concentrations (factor 1.2 to 3) are lower. The high
N30 diversity in emissions regions is most likely due to inter-
model differences in the size distribution assumed for pri-
mary emitted particles, which is a key parameter in need of
better observational constraint. In remote marine regions, the
pattern of size-resolved diversity is opposite to polluted re-
gions, with N30 diversity (factor 1.5 to 2) much lower than
for N100 (factor 2 to 5), sulfate (factor 2 to 4) and BC (factor
5 to 15). The relatively low N30 diversity in remote envi-
ronments suggests that current global aerosol microphysics
models are fairly consistent in their simulation of “natural”
background concentrations of particles in the 30 to 100 nm
dry diameter range. Model diversity is highest in polar re-
gions, where N30 diversity reaches a factor 2 to 7 and N100
diversity a factor 6 to 20.
Although there is large model diversity, the central models
in general capture well the global variation of the size distri-
bution. For example, the mean of the central two-thirds mod-
els agrees very well with observed total particle concentra-
tions at Global Atmosphere Watch sites on the annual mean.
Exceptions are poor agreement at the Arctic site Barrow,
moderate high biases at South Pole and moderate low biases
at Samoa, Mace Head, Neumayer and Southern Great Plains.
For this central two-thirds mean, agreement is reasonable
against particle size distributions over Europe, aside from the
Arctic site Zeppelin, and Ispra, which is strongly affected by
nearby pollution sources and steep orography, features not
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Figure 22. Simulated vertical profile of marine size-resolved N3
profiles over the Pacific and Southern Oceans compared to observed
compilation of aircraft-borne u-CPC measurements as compiled in
Clarke and Kapustin (2002). Model values are averages over grid
boxes in the latitude ranges a) 70 to 20◦ S, b) 20◦ S to 20◦ N and c)
20 to 70◦ N. Longitude ranges used to sample the models were a)
185 to 90◦ W), b) 160 to 120◦ W) and c) 135 to 180◦ E respec-
tively. These averaged profiles for each model were interpolated
onto a 1 km vertical grid. Again, since the measurements are taken
over many different seasons, annual mean values were used when
constructing the multi-model quantities. The solid line shows the
geometric mean of the central-8 models, dashed lines indicate the
maximum and minimum of the central-8, while dotted lines indicate
the maximum and minimum over all 12 models. Note that model
particle concentrations have been converted to values at standard
temperature (300 K) and pressure (1000 hPa) to be consistent with
these u-CPC measurements. In all other figures measured and model
values are at ambient conditions.
expected to be well captured by the global models. However,
there are some important biases common among the models
at many of the EUSAAR/GUAN sites. For example there is
a strong underprediction of accumulation mode particle con-
centrations during winter, which is likely due to inadequately
constrained particle number sources (both primary and sec-
ondary) or underprediction of growth due to a general under-
prediction of wintertime sources of mass (for example from
secondary organic aerosol), or both. The results also show
that model Aitken mode concentrations are too high during
winter and too low during summer, which may reflect an un-
derprediction of particle growth (to larger sizes) in winter and
an underprediction of nucleation events in the summer.
The central models capture well the general meridional
variation of size distribution in marine regions, with number
concentrations at high latitudes mainly in the Aitken mode,
whereas the Aitken and accumulation modes have simi-
lar number concentrations in the Tropics and mid-latitudes.
However, for total particle concentrations (larger than 10 nm)
there is a general overestimation in the Northern Hemi-
sphere mid-latitudes and a low bias in the Southern Hemi-
sphere mid-latitudes. The Southern Ocean low bias in total
and Aitken particle number concentrations may be due to
the models not adequately capturing the observed emission
of sea-spray at sub-100 nm sizes (e.g. O’Dowd and Smith,
1993; Clarke et al., 2006; Pierce and Adams, 2006).
The global aerosol microphysics models capture very well
the observed peak in ultra-fine condensation nuclei concen-
trations in the upper troposphere, which is caused by ef-
ficient new particle formation in that region. In continen-
tal regions there is a tendency to overpredict particle con-
centrations which could indicate a deficiency in nucleation
parametrisations or in the simulated condensation sink.
Overall, the multi-model-mean data set constructed in this
study has been shown to have reasonable skill in simulating
global particle size distributions, albeit with some important
biases in some locations and seasons. The incorporation of
aerosol microphysics schemes into climate models has the
potential to represent a significant step forward in the fidelity
of simulated aerosol radiative forcings. The findings here in-
dicate that most of these global aerosol microphysics models
are performing quite well in terms of global variation of the
size distribution. Further work to compare the models against
size distribution observations at higher temporal resolution is
required to better characterise primary and secondary parti-
cle sources. Greater understanding of the role of secondary
organic aerosol and other components (e.g. nitrate) in affect-
ing nucleation and particle growth in the boundary layer is
also required.
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